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G7 Hiroshima Summit, held in May, 2023, released the 
"Hiroshima Vision", initiating a partnership for better 
medical countermeasure access and delivery based 
on equity, efficiency, and speed principles (1). Yet, 
more realistic global vaccine plans should have been 
incorporated from the experience of the coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.
 One of the lessons to be learned is the significant 
global disparity in vaccine supply. Although the 
COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access (COVAX) is a joint 
initiative of global health entities to equitably distribute 
vaccines to mitigate the health and economic impact 
of the pandemic, according to the latest statistics of 
two-dose supplies, high-income countries are supplied 
with 75%, while only 26% of vaccines are supplied 
to low-income countries (2). This was because high-
income countries prioritized the vaccination of their 
citizens, especially the newly developed and effective 
mRNA vaccines failed to reach low- and middle-income 
countries (LMICs). 
 Although the number of deaths was relatively low in 
Africa and other countries due to younger populations 
compared to developed countries, continued effort to 
distribute mRNA vaccines, which is also effective in 
preventing long covid, should be explored because 
COVID-19 will not cease in the foreseeable future (3). 
Moreover, considering the increased risk from the global 
population aging, establishing a global vaccine hub is 
urgently needed, as low-income regions such as Africa 
may become the next endemic area (4). 

However, as it is unclear to what extent the establishment 
of one company's vaccine production base overseas, as 
Pfizer is currently doing in South Africa (5), for example, 
will contribute to equitable vaccine distribution, one 
possible solution is to share the technology itself 
in addition to the factory, with LMICs. Previously, 
Sumitomo Chemical, a Japanese company, transferred its 
insecticide-laden mosquito net manufacturing technology 
license-free to stakeholders in LMICs such as Tanzania 
(6). Such an approach highlights the challenges and 
possibilities of strengthening the ecosystem through 
private sector involvement in global health initiatives 
and should also be considered in the context of this 
COVID-19 reflection, as well as disruptive innovation.
 Additionally, the early relinquishment of patent 
rights for mRNA vaccines should be considered a viable 
solution to redress vaccine inequities. The efficacy of 
positioning vaccines, testing equipment, and treatments 
as global public goods is suggested by the World Health 
Organization's decision in 2005 to essentially waive the 
intellectual property rights to Antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) 
for the treatment of HIV/AIDS, to improve access to 
these ARVs in LMICs (7). As a result, countries like 
Kenya could import generic drugs through compulsory 
licenses, reducing the cost of ARVs. It may also be 
effective to encourage the relinquishment of intellectual 
property rights by companies like Pfizer and Moderna 
for mRNA vaccines under the cooperation of the G7.
 Vaccines, funded heavily by public money, should 
not be controlled by a few entities but should be global 
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public assets for sustainable scaling and vaccine inequity. 
Intellectual property exemptions, providing regional 
vaccine production networks, and technology transfers 
can help achieve this. These approaches will require 
global cooperation, funding, and political will, and 
further discussion and G7 consensus is desired.
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